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 .We introduce the class S-KKM X, Y, Z consisting of all multifunctions T :
Y ª 2 Z that have the S-KKM property and establish a fixed-point theorem for
 .compact and closed T in S-KKM X, Y, Z that generalizes a large number of
classical fixed-point theorems. We also deduce some KKM-type theorems with
application to the generalizations of the Ky Fan matching theorem and the
Fan]Browder fixed-point theorem. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Y  :For a nonempty set Y, 2 denotes the class of all subsets of Y and Y
denotes the class of all nonempty finite subsets of Y.
If X and Y are subsets of a linear space, a multifunction F: X ª 2Y
 .  :satisfying coA : F A for any A g X is called a KKM mapping, where
coA denotes the convex hull of A. The most important result for KKM
w xmappings is the famous Fan]KKM theorem 9, Lemma 1 , which has been
used as a very versatile tool in modern nonlinear analysis and from which
many far-reaching extensions have been made.
The generalization for the concept of KKM mappings was first intro-
w x w xduced by Park 13 and followed by Chang and Zhang 5 and many others
 w x.cf. 6, 7, 12 .
w xRecently, Chang and Yen 7 made a systematic study of the class KKM
 .X, Y , which is defined as follows.
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Assume that X is a convex subset of a linear space and Y is a
topological space. If F, T : X ª 2Y are two multifunctions such that
 .  .  :T coA : F A for any A g X , then F is called a generalized KKM
mapping with respect to T. If the multifunction T : X ª 2Y satisfies the
requirement that for any generalized KKM mapping F with respect to T
 4the family Fx: x g X has the finite intersection property, where Fx
denotes the closure of Fx, then T is said to have the KKM property. The
 .  Yclass KKM X, Y is then defined to be the set T : X ª 2 : T has the
4KKM property .
 .The class KKM X, Y is a very large one. And many interesting fixed-
point theorems and coincidence theorems were established in such a class
by Chang and Yen. Motivated by their works, in Section 2 of this paper we
 .shall introduce the class S-KKM X, Y, Z consisting of all multifunctions
Z  .T : Y ª 2 that have the S-KKM property. We show that S-KKM X, Y, Z
 . Ycontains KKM Y, Z for any S: X ª 2 . Section 3 is devoted to the
establishment of some fixed-point theorems for multifunctions in S-
 .KKM X, Y, Z . In Section 4, we deduce matching theorems and KKM-type
theorems, extending some well-known results of Ky Fan and Park. For the
last section, we apply a KKM-type theorem in Section 4 to the generaliza-
tion of the Fan]Browder fixed-point theorem.
We now introduce the notations used in this paper and recall some basic
facts. Throughout this paper, for a multifunction T : X ª 2Y, the following
notations are used:
 .  .i T A s D Tx for A : X.x g A
 . y  4ii T y s x g X : y g Tx for y g Y.
 . y .  4iii T B s x g X : Tx l B / B for B : Y.
 . c Y civ The multifunction T : X ª 2 is defined by T x s Y _Tx for
x g X.
A convex space X is a nonempty convex subset of a linear space with
any topology that induces the Euclidean topology on the convex hulls of its
finite subsets. The convex hull of a finite subset of a convex space X is
called a polytope in X.
For topological spaces X and Y, a multifunction T : X ª 2Y is said to
 . y .be upper semicontinuous u.s.c. if T B is closed in X for any closed
subset B of Y. It is well known that the image of a compact set under a
 .u.s.c. compact-valued multifunction is compact. C X, Y denotes the class
 .of all continuous single-valued maps from X into Y. A subset D of a
 .topological space X is said to be compactly closed resp. open in X if for
 .any compact subset K of X the set D l K is closed resp. open in K.
Obviously, D is compactly closed in X if and only if its complement
Dc [ X _ D is compactly open in X.
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All topological spaces of concern in this paper are supposed to be
Hausdorff.
 .2. THE CLASS S-KKM X,Y, Z
To begin with, we introduce the following concept.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a nonempty set, Y a nonempty convex set of
a linear space, and Z a topological space. If S: X ª 2Y, T : Y ª 2 Z, and
F: X ª 2 Z are three multifunctions satisfying
T coS A : F A 2.1 .  .  . .
 :for any A g X , then F is called a generalized S-KKM mapping with
respect to T. If the multifunction T : Y ª 2 Z satisfies the requirement that
for any generalized S-KKM mapping F with respect to T the family Fx:
4x g X has the finite intersection property, then T is said to have the
 . S-KKM property. The class S-KKM X, Y, Z is defined to be the set T :
Z 4Y ª 2 : T has the S-KKM property .
In the case where X s Y and S is the identity mapping 1 , thenX
 .  .S-KKM X, Y, Z s KKM X, Z .
 .If X s Y, then we can interpret 2.1 in the following manner. Regard Z
as a collection of markets, X as a collection of commodities, and S as a
 .  .family of agents. For x, z g X = Z, let f x, z denote the profit obtained
 4by investing commodity x from market z. Then for any A s x , . . . , x g1 n
 :  .  .X and x g coS A , f x, z represents the profit obtained from invest-
 .ing a convex combination of commodities x 1 F i F n through agents Si
 .  .from market z. It is obvious that f x, z F max f x , z , and so, for1F iF n i
Z  .  .   . 4a g R, letting T , F: X ª 2 : T x s F x s z g Z: f x, z G a , we
surely have
 :T coS A : F A , ;A g X , .  . .
 .which is just the relation 2.1 .
PROPOSITION 2.2. All notations are just as in Definition 2.1. If T g
 . Y  .KKM Y, Z , then for any S: X ª 2 we ha¨e T g S-KKM X, Y, Z .
Proof. Let F: X ª 2 Z be any generalized S-KKM mapping with re-
spect to T , and let s: X ª Y be a selection of S. Then F is a generalized
 . Zs-KKM mapping with respect to T. Define G: s X ª 2 by
 4Gsx s F Fu: su s sx for each x g X .
Then we have
T co s A : Gs A 2.2 .  .  . . .
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 :  .for any A g X . As a matter of fact, if 2.2 is false, then there are
x , . . . , x g X such that1 n
n
 4T co sx , . . . , sx ­ Gsx . . D1 n i
is1
 4 nChoose y g co sx , . . . , sx and z g Ty such that z f D Gsx . By the1 n is1 i
 4definition of G, for each i g 1, . . . , n there is u g X such that su s sxi i i
 4and z f Fu . So y g co su , . . . , su , which implies thati 1 n
n
 4T co su , . . . , su ­ Fu , . D1 n i
is1
contradicting the fact that F is a generalized s-KKM mapping with re-
 .  .spect to T. Therefore 2.2 holds. Now, T g KKM Y, Z implies T g
   .. .  .KKM co s X , Y , which in conjunction with 2.2 shows that the family
 4 Gsx: x g X has the finite intersection property, and so does the family Fx:
4x g X . This completes the proof.
Here we would like to remark that the inverse inclusion of the above
w xproposition may not be true. For example, let X s Y s Z s 0, 1 and let
S: X ª 2 X, T : X ª 2 X be defined by
x
Sx s for x g X , and 53
1¡ 40 , x g 0, ;.2
1 2~ 40, 1 , x g , ;Tx s .2 3
2¢ 41 , x g , 1 .3
 4 w x  .Then TSx s 0 for each x g 0, 1 , and hence T g S-KKM X, X, X . But,
if F: X ª 2 X is defined by Fx s Tx for each x g X, then F is a
generalized KKM mapping with respect to T. Noting that Fx is closed for
 4each x g X and the family Fx: x g X does not have the finite intersec-
 .tion property, we conclude that T f KKM X, X .
In the remainder of this section we list some properties of the S-KKM
class.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X be a con¨ex subset of a linear space, Y a con¨ex
space, and Z, W topological spaces and S: X ª 2Y. Then
 .  .  .i T g S-KKM X, Y, Z if and only if T g S-KKM D, Y, Z for
e¨ery polytope D in X.
 .  .  .ii If T g S-KKM X, Y, Z and f g C Z, W , then fT g S-
 .KKM X, Y, W .
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 . Ziii If Z is a normal space and D a polytope in X and if T : Y ª 2
 .satisfies the requirement that fT has a fixed point in coS D for each
  ..  .f g C Z, coS D , then T g S-KKM D, Y, Z .
 .  . WProof. Part i is obvious. For ii , let F: X ª 2 be a generalized
S-KKM mapping with respect to fT such that Fx is closed for each x in
 4  :  n . nX. Then, for any x , . . . , x g X , fT coD Sx : D Fx . So1 n is1 i is1 i
 n . n y yT coD Sx : D f Fx , which says that f F is a generalized S-KKMis1 i is1 i
 .  ymapping with respect to T. Since T g S-KKM X, Y, Z , the family f Fx:
4 x g X has the finite intersection property, and so does the family Fx:
4  .x g X . This shows that fT g S-KKM X, Y, W .
 . ZFinally, we prove iii . Let F: D ª 2 be a generalized S-KKM mapping
with respect to T such that Fx is closed for each x g D. If the family Fx:
4x g D does not have the finite intersection property, then there exists a
 4  : nfinite subset x , . . . , x g D such that F Fx s f, that is, Z s1 n is1 i
n c  4n  c 4nD F x . Let a be a partition of unity subordinated to F x ,is1 i i is1 i is1
 4  .and for any i g 1, . . . , n choose sx g Sx . Define f : Z ª coS D byi i
n
f z s a z sx . .  . i i
is1
  ..  .Then f g C Z, coS D . By assumption there is y g coS D such that
n .  .  .y g fT y . Hence there exists z g Ty such that y s f z s  a z sx .is1 i i
 .   4  . 4  .  .Let I z s i g 1, . . . , n : a z ) 0 . If i g I z , then a z ) 0, and soi i
z f Fx . Consequently, z f D Fx . Thusi ig I z . i
T co Sx ­ Fx ,D Di i /
 .  .igI z igI z
which contradicts the fact that F is a generalized S-KKM mapping with
 .respect to T. This shows T g S-KKM D, Y, Z .
3. FIXED-POINT THEOREMS FOR MAPPINGS
 .IN S-KKM X,Y, Z
Suppose X and Y are topological spaces. Recall that a multifunction T :
Y  .X ª 2 is said to be compact if the image T X of X under T is
contained in a compact subset of Y. T is said to be closed if its graph
 .  . 4Gr T [ x, y g X = Y: y g Tx, x g X is a closed a subset of X = Y.
We now prove the following lemma, which is the key to our main result
in this section.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a nonempty con¨ex subset of a topological ¨ector
 .space E and s: X ª X. If T g s-KKM X, X, X is compact and satisfies
 .T X : s X , then for any con¨ex open neighborhood V of 0 in E there is .
 .x g X such that x q V l Tx / f.¨ ¨ ¨
 .Proof. On the contrary, assume x q V l Tx s f for each x g X.
Let K s T X . Since T is compact, K is a compact subset of X. Define .
F: X ª 2 X by
Fx s K _ sx q V for each x g X . 3.1 .  .
Obviously, Fx is a nonempty closed subset of X for each x in X.
Moreover, F is a generalized s-KKM mapping with respect to T. We prove
 4  :this by contradiction. Assume there is x , . . . , x g X such that1 n
  4. n  4T co sx , . . . , sx ­ D Fx . Then there exist u g co sx , . . . , sx and1 n is1 i 1 n
p g Tu such that p f Dn Fx . Consequently, p g sx q V for any i gis1 i i
 41, 2, . . . , n , and then it follows easily that p g z q V for any z g
 4  .co sx , . . . , sx . In particular, p g u q V, and so p f Tu because u q V1 n
l Tu s f. Therefore we have reached a contradiction. Thus F is a
generalized s-KKM mapping with respect to T. Since T g s-KKM X, X,
.  .X , we have F Fx / f. Choose j g F Fx. In view of 3.1 andx g X x g X
 .K s T X : s X , there is z g X such that sz s j . Then j g Fz s K_ .
 .  .sz q V s K_ j q V , which implies that j f j q V, a contradiction.
This completes the proof.
w xThe above lemma is similar to one by Chang and Yen 7, Lemma 1 . But
w xour proof is completely different from that in 7 , and the neighborhood V
here is not assumed to be symmetric.
The following main result in this section comes out easily with the aid of
the above lemma.
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a nonempty con¨ex subset of a locally con¨ex
 .space E and s: X ª X. If T g s-KKM X, X, X is compact and closed and
 .satisfies T X : s X , then T has a fixed point in X. .
 4Proof. Let V : a g L be a local basis of E such that V is open anda a
convex for each a g L. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that for each a g L
 .  .there is x g X such that x q V l Tx / f. Choose y g x q Va a a a a a a
 4l Tx . Since T is compact, we may assume that y converges to somea a a
 4y g X, and then x , also converges to y. The closedness of T impliesa a
that y g Ty. This completes the proof.
 .If s is surjective, then we surely have T X : s X , and so Theorem 3.2 .
 .  .holds true with s X s X in place of T X : s X . .
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w xPark 14 introduced the class U to be the one satisfying the following:
 .  .i U contains the class C of single-valued continuous functions.
 .ii each F g U is u.s.c. and compact-valued.c
 .  .iii For any polytope P, each F g U P, P has a fixed point,c
 4where U s T ? T ??? T : T g U, i s 1, 2, . . . , n , that is, the set ofc n ny1 1 i
finite composites of mappings in U. Furthermore, he defined the follow-
ing:
s  .T g U X, Y m for any s-compact subset K of X, there is a G gc
 .U K, Y such that Gx ; Tx for each x g K.c
k  .T g U X, Y m for any compact subset K of X, there is a G gc
 .U K, Y as above.c
s  . k  .It is obvious that U X, Y : U X, Y . Moreover, if X is a convexc c
k  .  .  w x.space, then U X, Y : KKM X, Y cf. 7, Proposition 3 . If X is ac
s  .nonempty convex subset of a locally convex space E and if F g U X, Xc
w xis compact, then Park 14, Theorem 4 showed that F has a fixed point,
 .which is further generalized to mappings F in KKM X, X by Chang and
w xYen 7, Theorem 2 . As mentioned by Park, his theorem contains a large
number of classical fixed-point theorems as special cases. For details see
w x14 . We now give a concrete example showing that Theorem 3.2 properly
w xextends T. H. Chang and C. L. Yen 7, Theorem 2 .
w x XLet X s 0, 1 , and let s: X ª X, T : X ª 2 be defined by sx s xr3
for any x in X and
1¡ 40 , if x g 0, ,.2
1 1 2~ 0, , if x g , , 4Tx s 3 2 3
1 2¢ , if x g , 1 . 4 3 3
Then
 .  .i T g s-KKM X, X, X .
 .ii T is compact and closed.
1 1 .  4  . w xiii T X s 0, : s X s 0, . . 3 3
By Theorem 3.2, T has a fixed point in X, namely 0. On the other hand,
 .  .setting F s T , we see that Fx is closed for each x g X and T coA : F A
 :  4for any A g X . But Fx: x g X has no finite intersection property.
 .Therefore T f KKM X, X .
 .The condition T X : s X in Theorem 3.2 cannot be dropped. To see .
w x Xthis, let X s 0, 1 and let s: X ª X, T : X ª 2 be defined by sx s xr2
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for any x g X, and
1¡ 41 , if x g 0, ,.2
1~ 40, 1 , if x s ,Tx s 2
1¢ 40 , if x g , 1 . 2
 .  .Then T g s-KKM X, X, X by noting 1 g T sx for any x g X. But
 .because T X ­ s X , T does not have a fixed point in X. .
In what follows we shall use Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 3.2 to derive a
fixed-point theorem of the Leray]Schauder type. Before stating it, we
 .need a few more preliminaries. Given a class L of multifunctions, L X, Y
denotes the set of multifunctions T : X ª 2Y belonging to L , and L thec
set of finite composites of multifunctions in L . Ben-El-Mechaiekh and
w xDeguire 2 defined the class A of approachable multifunctions. Indeed,
for two subsets X, Y of topological vector spaces E and E , respectively,1 2
 . YF g A X, Y m F is an approachable map; that is, F: X ª 2 is a
 .nonempty compact-valued u.s.c. multifunction such that for any U g N 0E1
 .  .  w .and any V g N 0 there is an s g C X, Y such that sx g F x q U lE2x .  .X q V l Y for all x g X, where N 0 denotes a neighborhood base ofEi
0 in E .i
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a con¨ex subset of a locally con¨ex space E, Y
a compact subset of a topological ¨ector space, and s: X ª X satisfying
 .  .s X s X. Assume T g s-KKM X, X, Y is closed. Then for any G g
 .A Y, X , TG has a fixed point in Y.c
 .  .Proof. Since T g s-KKM X, X, Y , it follows from Proposition 2.3 ii
 .  .that fT g s-KKM X, X, X for any f g C Y, X . Noting that fT is com-
pact and closed, we conclude via Theorem 3.2 that fT has a fixed point in
y w x  .  y.X. Hence Grf l GrT / f. By 2, Corollary 7.5 we have Gr G l Gr T
 ./ f for each G g A Y, X . Therefore TG has a fixed point in Y.c
LEMMA 3.4. Let X be a con¨ex space, Y a con¨ex subset of a locally
 .con¨ex space, and Z a normal space. Suppose b : Y ª Y satisfies b Y s Y,
 .  . XT g b-KKM Y, Y, Z is closed, and G g A X, Y . Then for any S: X ª 2c
 .satisfying the requirement that coS D is compact for any polytope D in X, we
 .ha¨e TG g S-KKM X, X, Z .
 .Proof. By Proposition 2.3 i it suffices to show that for each polytope D
 .  .in X, TG g S-KKM D, X, Z . Furthermore, by Proposition 2.3 iii we
 .need only show that fTG has a fixed point in coS D for any f g
  ..   ..C Z, coS D . Now, noting that fT g b-KKM Y, Y, coS D by Proposition
 .  .2.3 ii and that coS D is compact by assumption, an application of
Proposition 3.3 comes to the conclusion that fTG has a fixed point in
 .coS D . This completes the proof.
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We now state and prove a fixed-point theorem of the Leray]Schauder
type.
THEOREM 3.5. Let U be a con¨ex open neighborhood of 0 in a locally
con¨ex space E, and let X be a con¨ex subset of E containing 0. Suppose b :
X U l X ª U l X is surjecti¨ e and T : U l X ª 2 is in b-KKM U l X,
.U l X, coT X and is compact and closed and satisfies .
 4LS Tx l l x : l ) 1 s f for each x g B d U, . X
where B d U denotes the boundary of U relati¨ e to X. Then T has a fixedX
point in X l U.
Proof. Let p be the Minkowski functional of U. Since 0 is interior to U,
 .  .p is continuous. Define r : E ª U by r x s x for x g U and r x s
 .xrp x for x f U. Then r is a continuous retraction of E onto U. Put
<  .f s r . Since X is convex and 0 g X, it is easy to see that f coT X .co  .T X
 .: U l X. Define F to be Tf. Since f g A coT X , U l X and coT X .  .c
is normal, we have by Lemma 3.4 that F g S-KKM coT X , coT X , .  .
 .co T X.  .coT X for all S: coT X ª 2 such that S D is compact for any .  .
polytope D in coT X . In particular, letting S be the identity mapping .
1 , we see that F has a fixed point z in coT X by Theorem 3.2. If . .co T X
 .  .  .z g X _U, then f z s zrp z g B d U and z g Tx, where x s zrp z .X
 .  .Thus p z x g Tx, which contradicts condition LS once we note that
 .p z ) 1. Therefore z g X l U. Consequently z g Fz s Tfz s Tz. This
completes the proof.
COROLLARY 3.6. Let X be a nonempty closed con¨ex subset of a locally
 .con¨ex space E and s: X ª X be surjecti¨ e. Suppose T g s-KKM X, X, E is
  ..compact and closed and satisfies T Bd X : X. Then T has a fixed point.
 .  .  .Proof. We have either Int X s f or Int X / f. If Int X s f,
 .  .   .. then X s Bd X and T X s T Bd X : X. Hence T g s-KKM X,
.X, X , and so we conclude that T has a fixed point by Theorem 3.2. On
 .  .the other hand, if Int X / f, then choosing a g Int X , and replacing
Ä Ä Ä E Ä .X, T , and s by X [ X y a, T : X ª 2 : T x y a s Tx y a, and s:Ä
Ä Ä  .  .X ª X : s x y a s sx y a, respectively, we may assume 0 g Int X . Now,Ä
 .  .  .  .for each x g Bd X , Tx : X implies that 1rl Tx q 1 y 1rl 0 : Int X
for each l ) 1, which says
 4Tx l l x : l ) 1 s f for each x g Bd X . .
 .Therefore by putting U s Int X in Theorem 3.5, we see that T has a
fixed point.
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4. MATCHING THEOREMS FOR COVERINGS OF
CONVEX SETS
In this section we first deduce a matching theorem for closed coverings
by using some results in the previous section. A matching theorem for
open covering is also established.
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a compact con¨ex subset of a locally con¨ex
 4space and let A : i g I be a locally finite family of closed subsets of X suchi
 .that X s D A . If s: X ª X satisfies sX s X and if T g s-KKM X, X, Xig I i
 4is closed, then for any family x : i g I of points of X indexed by the same seti
I, there exists a nonempty finite subset J of I such that
 4T co sx : i g J l A / f . . Fi i /
igJ
 .  4  4Proof. For any x in X, let I x s i g I: x g A . Since A : i g Ii i
 .  4covers X, I x / f for each x in X. Furthermore, since A : i g I isi
 .   .4locally finite, I x is a finite set and D A : i f I x is closed, soi
 .   .4U x [ X _D A : i f I x is an open neighborhood of x. Define G:i
X ª 2 X by
Gx s co sx : i g I x for x g X . 4 .i
Each Gx is a nonempty compact convex subset of X. Furthermore, if
 .  .  .z g U x , then I z : I x , and so Gz : Gx. This shows that G is u.s.c.
w x  .  .Therefore by Proposition 4.1 of 2 , G g A X, X : A X, X , and so inc
 view of Proposition 3.3, TG has a fixed point x in X. Hence x g T co sx :0 0 i
 .4.  .i g I x l F A . This completes the proof.0 ig I x . i0
When both s and T are the identity mapping 1 , the above matchingX
w xtheorem reduces to Ky Fan 10, Theorem 1 .
COROLLARY 4.2. Let X be a compact con¨ex subset of a locally con¨ex
 .  .space. Suppose s: X ª X satisfies s X s X. Assume T g s-KKM X, X, X
and G: X ª 2 X satisfy that
 .4.2.1 T is closed.
 .4.2.2 For each x g X, Gx is open in X.
 .  4  :   4. n4.2.3 For any x , . . . , x g X , T co sx , . . . , sx : D Gx .1 n 1 n is1 i
 4Then the family Gx: x g X has the finite intersection property.
Proof. On the contrary, assume that there exists a finite subset
 4 n X cx , . . . , x of X such that F Gx s f. Define F: X ª 2 by Fx s G x1 n is1 i
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 4nfor x g X. Then Fx is a family of closed subsets of X such thati is1
n  4D Fx s X. Therefore by Theorem 4.1 there is a subset x , . . . , x ofis1 i i i1 m
 4x , . . . , x such that1 n
m
 4T co sx , . . . , sx l Fx / f , . Fi i i1 m j /
js1
  4. m  .which implies T co sx , . . . , sx ­ D Gx , a contradiction to 4.2.3 .i i js1 i1 m j
This completes the proof.
We now establish the following KKM-type theorem, which is equivalent
to the matching theorem after it.
THEOREM 4.3. Let X be a nonempty set, Y a con¨ex space, and Z a
Hausdorff space. Suppose S: X ª 2Y, T : Y ª 2 Z, and F: X ª 2 Z are three
multifunctions satisfying
 .  .4.3.1 T g S-KKM X, Y, Z such that T coS X is compact in Z. . .
 .4.3.2 For any x in X, Fx is compactly closed in Z.
 .4.3.3 F is a generalized S-KKM mapping with respect to T.
 4Then T coS X l l Fx: x g X / f. . .
Proof. Define G: X ª 2 Z by
Gx s T coS X l Fx for x g X . . .
 .  .By 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 , Gx is compact in Z for each x in X. Furthermore,
 :  .for any N g X we have via 4.3.3 that
T coS N : F N l T coS X s G N , .  .  .  . .  .
which says that G is a generalized S-KKM mapping with respect to T , and
 4so Gx: x g X has the finite intersection property. Consequently,
 4T coS X l l Gx : x g X / f , . .
once we note that each Gx is a compact subset of T coS X . Therefore, . .
 4T coS X l l Fx: x g X / f. . .
As a consequence of the above theorem, we obtain the following
generalization of the Ky Fan matching theorem.
THEOREM 4.4. Let X be a nonempty set, Y a con¨ex space, and Z a
Hausdorff space. Suppose S: X ª 2Y, T : Y ª 2 Z, and G: X ª 2 Z are three
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multifunctions satisfying
 .  .4.4.1 T g S-KKM X, Y, Z such that T coS X is compact in Z. . .
 .4.4.2 For each x in X, Gx is compactly open in Z.
 .  .4.4.3 T coS X : G X . . .
 :Then there exists M g X such that
 4T coS M l l Gx : x g M / f . . .
 :   ..Proof. On the contrary, assume that for any N g X , T coS N l
 4   .. c  :l Gx: x g N s f. Then T coS N : D G x for any N g X .x g N
Noting that Gc x is compactly closed for each x g X, we see that all of the
requirements in Theorem 4.3 are satisfied by S, T , and Gc. Thus
c 4T coS X l l G x : x g X / f , . .
 .  .which implies that T coS X ­ G X , a contradiction to 4.4.3 . So . .
 :   ..  4there exists M g X such that T coS M l l Gx: x g M / f.
We apply Theorem 4.3 to prove Theorem 4.4. However, these two
theorems are equivalent. For this, suppose that the conclusion of Theorem
c Z .4.3 is false. Then T coS X : D F x s G X , where G: X ª 2 is . . x g X
defined by Gx s F c x. An application of Theorem 4.4 shows that there
 :exists M g X such that
 4T coS M l l Gx : x g M / f , . .
  ..  .which implies T coS M ­ F M , contradicting the fact that F is a
generalized S-KKM mapping with respect to T.
w xThe following corollary is due to work by Park 13 , which in turn is a
w xgeneralization of Lemma 1 of Ky Fan 10 .
COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be a nonempty subset of a compact con¨ex space
Y, and Z a Hausdorff space. Suppose A: X ª 2 Z satisfies
 .4.5.1 For each x in X, Ax is compactly open in Z.
 .  .4.5.2 A X s Z.
 .  4Then for any f g C Y, Z there exist a finite subset x , . . . , x of X and an1 n
 4 nx g co x , . . . , x such that fx g F Ax .0 1 n 0 is1 i
Y  4Proof. Let S: X ª 2 be defined by Sx s x for x g X. Then f g S-
 .  .  .KKM X, Y, Z . Since f coS X : f Y and f Y is compact, f coS X .  . .  .
 .is compact in Z. Furthermore, by 4.5.2 we have that
f coS X : f Y : A X . .  .  . .
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So all of the requirements of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied by S, f , and A.
 4Thus, there exists a finite subset x , . . . , x of X such that1 n
n
 4f co x , . . . , x l Ax / f . . F1 n i
is1
This completes the proof.
If X is contained in a convex subset Y of a topological vector space E
and if f is the inclusion mapping of X into Y, then the above corollary
w xreduces to Ky Fan 10, Lemma 1 .
5. GENERALIZATION OF THE FAN]BROWDER
FIXED-POINT THEOREM
In this section we apply Theorem 4.3 to establish the following KKM-type
theorem, wherewith the famous Fan]Browder fixed-point theorem is de-
duced.
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a con¨ex space, Y another con¨ex space, and Z a
Y Z  .Hausdorff space. Suppose S: X ª 2 , F: X ª 2 , and T g S-KKM X, Y, Z
are three multifunctions satisfying the following:
 .5.1.1 S C is a compact con¨ex subset of Y if C is a compact con¨ex .
subset of X.
 .5.1.2 For any compact subset Q of Y, T Q is compact in Z. .
 .5.1.3 F is a generalized S-KKM mapping with respect to T such that Fx
is compactly closed for each x in X.
 .5.1.4 There exist a nonempty compact con¨ex subset L of X and a
compact subset K of Z such that
Fx : K .F
xgL
 4Then T coS X l l Fx: x g X / f. . .
 4Proof. Assume that T coS X l l Fx: x g X s f. Then Z . .
c c c 4s T coS X j j F x: x g X . Since K is compact and F x l K is . .
 4open in K, there exists a finite subset x , . . . , x of X such that1 n
n
c cK : T coS X j F x . 5.1 .  . . D i /
is1
 .By 5.1.4 we have
K c : F c x . 5.2 .D
xgL
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  4.Let M s co L j x , . . . , x . Then M is a compact convex subset of X1 n
such that
c cZ s T coS X j F x , . . D /
xgM
that is,
T coS X l Fx s f . 5.3 .  . . F /
xgM
Define G: M ª 2 Z by
Gx s Fx l T S M . . .
 .  .Note that 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 imply that T S M is compact in Z, and so . .
Gx is a nonempty compact subset of Z for each x g M, where Gx / f is
due to the fact that F is a generalized S-KKM mapping with respect to T.
 :For any N g M , we have
T coS N : F N l T S M .  .  . .  .
s G N , .
which shows that G is a generalized S-KKM mapping with respect to T for
 .  .the triple M, Y, Z . Since T g S-KKM X, Y, Z , it follows easily that
 .T g S-KKM M, Y, Z . Moreover, since S M is compact D-convex, we .
 .   ..  .have coS M : S M , and so T coS M : T S M . Then the com- .  .
pactness of T S M implies that T coS M is compact in Z. Applying .  . . .
Theorem 4.3 to S, T , and G, we obtain that
 4T coS M l l Gx : x g M / f , . .
and so
 4T coS X l l Fx : x g M / f , . .
 .which contradicts 5.3 . This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose X is a con¨ex space, Y another con¨ex space,
and Z a Hausdorff space. Assume s: X ª Y, G: Z ª 2Y, and T g s-
 .KKM X, Y, Z are three functions satisfying the following:
 .5.2.1 s C is a compact con¨ex subset of Y if C is a compact con¨ex .
subset of X.
 .5.2.2 T Q is compact in Z if Q is compact in Y. .
 .   ..5.2.3 For any z g T s X , Gz is a nonempty con¨ex subset of Y.
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 . y .5.2.4 For any x in X, G sx contains a compactly open subset O ofs x
Z such that D O s Z.x g X s x
 .5.2.5 There exist a nonempty compact con¨ex subset L of X and a
compact subset K of Z such that
M [ Oc : K .F s x
xgL
 4   4.Then there exist a finite subset x , . . . , x of X and z g T co sx , . . . , sx1 n 1 n
 4such that co sx , . . . , sx : Gz.1 n
Proof. Define F: X ª 2 Z by Fx s Oc for x g X. Then for any x ins x
X, Fx is compactly closed in Z.
 . Case i . Suppose M s f. In this case we have T co s X l l Fx: . . .
4x g X s f. Then it follows from Theorem 5.1 that F is not a generalized
s-KKM mapping with respect to T , that is, there exists a finite subset
 4   4. nx , . . . , x of X such that T co sx , . . . , sx ­ D Fx . Choose z g1 n 1 n is1 i
  4. n y .T co sx , . . . , sx such that z f D Fx . Then z g O : G sx for1 n is1 i s x ii
any i s 1, 2, . . . , n. So sx g Gz for any i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Since Gz is convex,i
 4we see that co sx , . . . , sx : Gz.1 n
 .  .Case ii . Suppose M / f. Checking the proof for Case i , it suf-
 4fices to show that there is a finite subset x , . . . , x of X such that1 n
  4. n  :T co sx , . . . , sx ­ D Fx . On the contrary, assume for any N g X ,1 n is1 i
   ...  .T co s N : F N . Then F is a generalized S-KKM mapping with
respect to T , and so by Theorem 5.1 we have
 4T co s X l l Fx : x g X / f . . . .
In particular, F Oc / f, that is,x g X s x
O / Z,D s x
xgX
which contradicts the assumption that D O s Z. This completes thex g X s x
proof.
The following corollary is obvious.
COROLLARY 5.3. Let X be a compact con¨ex space. Assume s: X ª X,
X  .G: X ª 2 , and T g s-KKM X, X, X are three functions satisfying the
following:
 .  .5.3.1 s C is con¨ex in X if C is con¨ex in X.
 .5.3.2 T Q is compact for any compact subset Q of X. .
 .   ..5.3.3 For any z g T s X , Gz is a nonempty con¨ex subset of X.
 . y .5.3.4 For any x in X, G sx contains an open subset O such thats x
D O s X.x g X s x
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 4   4.Then there exist a finite subset x , . . . , x of X and a z g T co sx , . . . , sx1 n 1 n
 4such that co sx , . . . , sx : Gz.1 n
COROLLARY 5.4. Let X be a compact con¨ex space. Suppose G: X ª 2 X
satisfies the following:
 .5.4.1 For any y g X, Gy is a nonempty con¨ex subset of X.
 . y5.4.2 For any x g X, G x is open in X.
Then there is an x in X such that x g Gx.
Proof. Let both s and T be the identity mapping 1 in Corollary 5.3.X
 4  4Then there exist a finite subset x , . . . , x of X and z g co x , . . . , x1 n 1 n
 4such that co x , . . . , x : Gz. In particular, z g Gz. This completes the1 n
proof.
When X is a nonempty compact convex subset of a topological vector
space, the above corollary is just the Fan]Browder fixed-point theorem cf.
w x.4, Theorem 1 .
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